1. Walk south on Tiverton from Charles E. Young Drive

2. Turn right when you see the Biomed Library sign
3. Walk down the path, all the way to the end; enter the Center for Health Sciences
4. Enter the building; the library entrance is straight ahead, on your right
5. The public services desk is just inside; the assistant there will point you to the Stacks elevator.

6. You are on Level FOUR (4) of the Stacks; take the elevator to level NINE (9).
7. Exit the elevator on level 9; turn right then immediately left and go up the ramp ...

8. ... to the 4th floor (Stack levels and Floors have different numbering systems, as you have noticed)
9. Teresa Johnson will welcome you.

10. Russell Johnson (no relation; our former boss hired only people named Johnson, it seems) will meet with you in ...
11. The Rare Book Room